Abstract-We propose an intuitive computer graphics authoring method based on interactive evolutionary computation (IEC). Our previous systems employed genetic algorithm (GA) and mainly focused on rapid exploration of a single optimum 3D graphics model. The proposed method adopts a different computation strategy called immune algorithm (IA) to ease the creation of varied 3D models even if a user doesn't have any specific idea of final 3D products. Because artistic work like graphics design needs a process to diversify the user's imagery, a tool that allows the user to select his/her preferred ones from a broad range of possible design solutions is particularly desired. IA enables the user to effectively explore a wealth of solutions in a huge 3D parametric space by using its essential mechanisms such as antibody formation and self-regulating function. We conducted an experiment to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. The results show that the proposed method helps the user to easily generating wide variety of 3D graphics models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rapid advances in 3 dimensional computer graphics (3DCG) technology allow the public to easily create their own graphics contents by using off-the-shelf 3DCG authoring tools. However, there are some hurdles to clear before mastering the 3DCG authoring techniques such as learning 3DCG theories, becoming familiar with a specific authoring software tool, and building an aesthetic sense to create attractive 3D contents.
We have been working on the development of some 3DCG authoring techniques allowing a user to intuitively acquire 3D contents production power without paying attention to any details on the theories and authoring skills [1] . We have been applied a technical framework called interactive evolutionary computation (IEC) to achieve the goal [2] . Figure 1 shows an IEC-based 3DCG authoring procedure. The user simply looks at multiple graphics images produced and shown by the system, and rates each image based on his/her subjective preference. He/she gives his/her preferred images higher scores and vice versa. Then, the system creates a new set of images by evolving the rated images using a simple genetic algorithm (GA). This human-in-the-loop exploration framework consisting of the user's rating and system's evolution is iterated until the user finds a good result.
The simple GA effectively explores a huge search space with multiple search points and quickly finds a global optimum solution (a highest peak) in the search space [3] . Such property of the simple GA enables the user to find a unique 3DCG output (a global optimum solution). It sometimes, however, prevents the user from exploring wide varieties of solutions because it always catches similar ones around the global optimum solution. The exploration of diversified solutions is a very important task in the initial design process. Therefore, a mechanism to discover not only the best solution but also other good ones is a crucial function. These quasioptimum solutions are still good candidates for the final 3D contents to create.
In this paper, we propose to apply immune algorithm (IA) to efficiently acquire diversified 3DCG solutions. There are improved GA-based search methods to find multiple good solutions by maintaining the diverseness in their searching procedures [4] . IA provides, however, a more efficient way to discover variety of solutions with smaller population size than the GA-based methods [5] .
The IEC system imposes a burden on the user because it enforces him/her to rate all individuals (candidate graphics images in our system) in every iterations of the "rating and evolution" loop described above. Therefore, the IA's efficient searching ability with the small number of individuals is an important feature to implement a comfortable operational environment by alleviating human fatigue. Whereas IA has such an advantage, it has a drawback. The original IA has many threshold parameters to control the searching function and these parameters need to be set before execution. However, it is difficult to appropriately preset the overall parameters to get the right solutions. We modified the original algorithm to fit in with the IEC framework and resolved the tuning problem by allowing the user to interactively control the algorithm at runtime. We also conducted an experiment to verify the effectiveness of the proposed IAbased 3D authoring. The results show that the proposed method helps the user to easily generating wide variety of 3D graphics models.
II. RELATED WORK
There are many precedent trials to apply biologicallyinspired methods for creating graphics objects. Dawkins has demonstrated the power of computer-simulated evolution to create the "boimorphs," the 2D line drawings of complex structures found in the living organism [6] [7] . Following his pioneering work, two representative graphics applications were presented by Sims [8] [9] and Todd et al. [10] . They showed a methodology to breed aesthetic graphics images based on the evolutionary computation techniques. Although their approaches were quite successful to create innovative results, they focused on the production of highly abstract artistic images. Other 3DCG authoring applications include a system for drawing animals and plants [11] , a 3D CG lighting design support system [12] , a GA-based seamless texture generation system [13] , and a 3D graphics modeling system [14] . See the reference [2] for further detail survey.
These applications are mainly targeted at finding a single best solution in a very huge search space of 3D graphics objects. They are beneficial especially for novices because these applications don't assume any technical know-how and aesthetic sense. On the contrary, our focus is on a very early stage in graphics design. The proposed method provides a uniform strategy to widen the user's conception by presenting diverse solutions to the user. Therefore, our approach aims at providing a way to diversify the user's idea before shaping a final solution, whereas all of the former systems described above focus on converging the user's imagery toward the final solution.
As a result, most precedent systems applied canonical GA or GP (genetic programming) without any mechanisms to preserve searching diversity.
We applied the immune algorithm (IA) as an evolutionary computing engine for generating a broad range of 3D graphics objects. IA can be classified into a type of Artificial Immune Optimization (AIO) method [15] and has been proven to be a useful computational model for multi-objective optimization problems. IA is actually similar to GA because some IA operations can be implemented by GA operators such as crossover and mutation. Mori et al. proposed a GA-aided algorithm and exemplified its effectiveness by applying it to a multimodal function optimization problem [5] [16] . Their method preserves to search diversified solutions by incorporating the regulatory and memory mechanisms of human immune system in the search procedure. IA can effectively search quasi-optimum solutions with smaller population size than simple GA. The IEC system requires the user to rate all candidate solutions (individuals) one by one and hence human fatigues caused by excessive operations need to be avoided [17] . Reducing the population size to a maximum extent is a crucial requirement to implement a successful IEC system.
There are modified versions of the Mori's algorithm proposed and applied to various problems such as TSP (traveling salesman problem) [18] , multimodal function optimization [19] , and quantum computing algorithm [20] . These existing systems require a predefined evaluation function and some threshold parameters to automatically control the IA optimization procedure. Appropriate definition of these function and variables is a crucial task for getting good solutions, but it is also a very tricky part to successfully control the IA optimization. Our proposed system improves the algorithm by adding some options to interactively control the IA operations at runtime. Figure 2 illustrates a human immune system overview. Two intrinsic mechanisms such as antibody formation and self-regulating function characterize the human immune system. The antibody formation is to produce and propagate antibodies that can effectively get rid of any unknown antigens. When the antibody-producing cell, a type of B-cell, detects an intruding antigen, it accelerates the antibody production by iterating gene recombination. The helper cell stimulates B-cell production for efficient antibody formation. Once the effective antibodies that can eliminate the detected antigen are produced, the memory cell memorizes a part of the produced antibodies. This memory mechanism, which is referred to as "acquired immunity," quickly attacks the memorized antigen in the future invasion. This is a very important mechanism to protect human body from catching diseases such as measles and mumps.
III. HUMAN IMMUNE SYSTEM OVERVIEW
When the antibody formation excessively produces the antibodies to beat the invading antigens, the selfregulating function is activated to inhibit further increase of the antibodies. The suppressor cell deteriorates the Bcell production to balance the immune system. This selfregulation mechanism enables the immune system to protect the human body from countless antigens with the finite antibody cells. Simulating this function enables the system to produce diversified solutions by using a finite number of searching entities (individuals).
To apply these human immune mechanisms to the IEC-based graphics authoring system, we assume that the antigens correspond to optimum or quasi-optimum solutions (3D graphics objects made by the user) and the antibodies are equal to candidate solutions (candidate 3D graphics models evolved by the system) [21] .
IV. INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS AUTHORING SYSTEM
We designed and developed an IEC-based 3DCG authoring system allowing the user to intuitively create 3D graphics objects [22] . Figure 3 illustrates the overall structure and modeling procedure of the system. As shown in the figure, the system consists of two software components, the IEC browser for exploring 3D graphics models and the I(individual)-editor for manually elaborating CG parameters of a specific model. The whole modeling steps numbered as 1 through 5 in figure  3 are described below.
(1) Initial 3D model generation
The system firstly needs an initial 3D model to activate the IEC-guided authoring. The user has the following three options to prepare the initial model:
-capture a real object's shape by using a 3D scanner (a vase example in figure 3 ), -make it by using the freehand sketch modeler [23] , or -retrieve and download it on the Internet. The chromosome mainly divided into two sections, FFD (free form deformation) and RND (rendering) sections as shown in figure 4 . The FFD section governs the 3D model's geometrical shape. FFD is a modeling method originally proposed by Sederberg et al. [24] . FFD provides a common way to deform a 3D polygonal model. As shown in the upper left part in figure 4 , it wraps the target 3D model with a simplified control mesh. When the mesh shape is changed by moving its nodes' positions, the wrapped 3D object is deformed according to the modified mesh shape. The object can be deformed globally (global FFD) or locally (local FFD) as shown in figure 4 . The system supports a control mesh consisting of 27 nodes (3x3x3 mesh) to evolve the model shape. All 27 nodes' positions are encoded as genes (a group of genes labeled as "control mesh" in figure 4) to deform the mesh via the IA operations. The system supports additional deformation functions such as tapering and twisting operations as shown in figure 4 to provide a clay modeling effect [25] .
The RND section dictates the physical appearance of the 3D model as shown in the upper right part in figure 4 . This section encodes information such as light source, object's surface material, and color. As shown in the figure, the system supports four types of light sources (direction, spot, ambient, and point lights) with a set of parameters to prescribe various rendering effects such as reflection of light, shading, specular and diffusion surfaces, and object's and background colors. (3) Browser activation and initial model reading
The user invokes the IEC browser and reads the initial model. The user performs the 3D graphics authoring task by using a set of GUI tools supported by the IEC browser as shown in figure 5 . There are several GUI buttons arranged at the bottom of the screen to control the authoring task. When the user pushes the "read" button, the browser inquires a file name to read. Next, he/she specifies the file name of the initial model and executes the reading. Then, all sixteen sub-windows in the IEC browser display an identical image of the read initial model. The IEC browser can read and write 3D data files in .obj format, a commonly used 3D file format supported by Java3D library. (4) IA-based 3DCG authoring This is a main stage for creating various 3D models by using the proposed IA-based 3DCG authoring method. The user can simultaneously browse all candidate model images in a screen and rate each model with his/her subjective preference on a scale of 1 to 5 (the worst to the best scores correspond to 1 to 5). He/she specifies each model's score as an affinity value (as described in section V) by using the rating button placed at the bottom of each sub-window as shown in figure 5 . Then, the scored 3D models are evolved by using the IA algorithm expounded in section V. The system iterates this "rating and evolution" processes until he/she gets the enough variety of 3D models.
As the evolution progresses, a part in the chromosome such as the object's shape or rendering effects might be well converged and they may need to be protected from further modifications. Consequently, the IEC browser supports a function to lock and unlock each gene. It can preserve a well-evolved part of the 3D model by excluding the locked parts in chromosome from the IA operations. The user controls the lock/unlock function by using the GUI menus arranged on the right side of the IEC browser as shown in figure 5 . There are two separate menus for locking/unlocking the modeling and rendering parameters, and the setup menu to configure the system parameters such as the crossover and mutation rates and the crossover scheme to utilize as described in section V. The user switches the menus by clicking tags on top of the menus. As shown in figure 3 , the IEC browser consists of two software components, the IA engine to perform the IA operations and the graphics engine to manage the graphics rendering and user interactions through the GUI tools. (5) Manual elaboration of a 3D model
The I-editor, as shown in figure 3 , provides a finetuning option to manually elaborate the graphics parameters of a candidate 3D model. The user clicks a specific model's sub-window in the IEC browser to select a model for manual editing. Then, he/she pushes the "edit" button as shown in figure 5 to activate the I-editor. The user can modify any parameters controlling the selected model's geometrical shape, deformation pattern, surface materials, lighting effects, and colors. The model image in the I-editor is immediately updated when the user modifies any parameter values. Therefore, he/she easily notices the effects of the changes and perceives his/her preferred parameter settings. After the manual edit, the model can be brought back to the IEC browser for further evolutions.
Both of the IEC browser and the I-editor are written in Java with Java 3D library. They are downloadable on the Internet and usable under multiple operating systems.
V. INTERACTIVELY CONTROLLED IMMUNE ALGORITHM FOR 3DCG AUTHORING As described in section II, the traditional IA-based optimization systems require a predefined evaluation function to automatically calculate the affinity (fitness) values of antibodies. They also need some preset threshold parameters to timely accelerate or suppress the antibody formation mechanism. Appropriate definition of the function and threshold values is a crucial problem to successfully acquire multiple good solutions. The tuning of these values, however, is a tricky task and makes IA a difficult optimization framework to use. We resolve the problem by changing the original IA to the interactively controllable algorithm. It can accelerate or suppress the antibody formation at runtime. The flowchart in figure 6 elaborates the proposed IA algorithm. The shaded steps such as processes (b) , (c), and (h) in the flowchart encourage the user to interactively control the processes. The explanation of each process (a through h) in the flowchart follows: (a) Creation of an initial generation Firstly, IA creates an initial generation of antibodies by randomly calculating all parameter values encoded in the initial model's chromosome as described in section IV. The user pushes the "initialize" button placed at the bottom of the IEC browser (as shown in figure 5 ) to initialize the model. The randomization of the initial model generates a set of 3D objects with various shapes and physical appearances. If there are 3D models kept as memory cells in the SMC-DB (suppressor and memory cell database), the system selects some cells to compose the initial generation. Because the SMC-DB keeps optimum solutions (good 3D models) discovered in the past trials in process (g), IA reuses such previously found solutions as good candidates to start a new trial. The modeling starts with an initial generation of 3D models generated by randomization and selected from the SMC-DB.
Setup menu
for configuring system parameters such as crossover and mutation rates
Modeling menu
for controlling lock/unlock over modeling-related parameters The user specifies whether he/she finds an optimum solution, a 3D model (an antibody) that coincides with his/her imagery, in the current generation. He/she picks the found solution when exists and proceed to process (g), otherwise continues to process (c) for executing further simulated evolutions. (c) Rating of antibodies
The user rates sixteen 3D models (antibodies) in the current generation with his/her subjective preference on a scale of 1 to 5 as described in section IV. Each antibody's rate corresponds to an affinity representing its degree of similarity with the antigen (a target 3D model to create). The highly rated antibodies, therefore, are similar to the antigen and have high expectations to survive in the future generations. The degree of similarity between the antigen and the antibody v is defined as follows:
(
where Affinity v is an integer value. The affinity is the rate assigned by the user. The value is 5 if the antibody v is the most similar with the antigen in the current generation, or 1 for the least similar one.
(d) Execution of crossover and mutation This process executes crossover and mutation operations used in the normal GA to produce new antibodies. The system selects a pair of antibodies as parents and performs a crossover operation on them to produce a new pair of antibodies (children). Because each antibody's affinity given by the user in process (c) is used as an expectation for the selection, the highly rated antibodies have higher probability to be chosen as the parents. This process also induces a mutation of gene to preserve a diversity of antibodies. (e) Suppression of antibodies After new antibodies (children) are produced by the crossover and mutation, this process suppresses all child antibodies that are similar to the previously found optimum solutions. The purpose of the suppression is to keep the evolving antibodies away from search fields near the already acquired solutions. This step prevents the system from redundantly producing the 3D models similar to the already found solutions in the previous search. Accordingly, it allows the user to efficiently explore other unknown solutions (3D models) in the search space. The previously found solutions are kept as the suppressor cells in the SMC-DB in process (g). The suppression mechanism calculates the degree of similarity (affinity) between each child antibody produced in process (d) and all the suppressor cells, and then suppresses all children whose affinities are higher than the threshold value. This threshold is the only predefined value in our algorithm. The affinity between the suppressor cell s and the antibody v is defined as follows:
where P is a population size, g v and g s are genes of the antibody and the suppressor cell, respectively. The g v and g s are the same graphics parameters and they are normalized as real numbers ranging between 0 and 1. Accordingly, ay v,s becomes 1, a maximal value, when the chromosome of the antibody is identical to the suppressor cell's. This process memorizes the discovered optimum solution as a memory cell in the SMC-DB. The stored solution is reused as an effective antibody to form the initial generation in process (a). Because the SMC-DB can only store a limited number of memory cells, a replacement algorithm is activated when a cell pool in the SMC-DB fills. It calculates the affinity between the found solution (antibody) and all the memorized cells by using equation 3. Then, it replaces the most similar memory cell by the newly found solution.
The discovered solution is also memorized as a suppressor cell in the SMC-DB. It is used to suppress the evolving antibodies that are similar to the found solution in process (e). (h) Judgment on completion The user indicates to finish the IA-guided exploration if he/she gets enough variety of the 3DCG models.
In the original IA, threshold parameters to automatically judge the conditions need to be set for processes (b) , (e) and (h). Additionally, an evaluation function to calculate affinity values for all antibodies needs to be defined for process (c). Appropriate setting of these parameters and the evaluation function has heavy influences on the search results and makes the original IA a difficult optimization method to customize. In our proposed algorithm, these judgments and calculations except for process (e) can be treated interactively at runtime. The user can intuitively make decisions in these processes by looking at visualized 3D models in the IEC browser and selecting his/her preferred ones.
VI. EVALUATION EXPERIMENT

A. Task Description
We conducted an experiment to verify the effectiveness of the proposed IA-based 3DCG authoring method. To examine how it can intuitively support the generation of various 3D models, we assigned a creative design task motif. We prepared a "tokonoma" image, an alcove in a traditional Japanese room where art or flowers are displayed, as shown in figure 7(a) . Then, we asked subjects to create various 3D vase models that fit neatly into the image as shown in figure 7(b) . We employed twenty six subjects and let them to create as many vase models as possible within fifteen minutes. To evaluate the proposed method from the perspective of its ability for producing diversified solutions, we compare it with the traditional GA-based modeling. The GA modeler simply implements a basic algorithm to find an optimum solution and has no function to preserve the diversity of solutions during the search. We request the subjects to create as many different models in shapes and colors as they can by using both modelers. Figure 8 is a screen snapshot showing the operational environment of the experiment. The user interface of both modelers (IA and GA modelers) is identical as shown in the figure to provide a consistent 3D modeling environment. In addition to the IEC browser and I-editor to perform the task, the subjects also use a photo viewer to draw the "tokonoma" motif image with a superimposed 3D vase model being evolved as shown in figure 8 . The subjects can easily find good models in the current generation to suit with the motif image by using the photo viewer.
B. Experimental Procedure and Condition
In the beginning of the experiment, we briefly explained the subjects about how to use the system and gave them a few minutes to try and become familiar with the tools. Then, we divide the subjects into two groups, the group A and B, as shown in table I. The subjects in the group A firstly perform the modeling task by using the IA modeler and then continue the task by using the GA modeler. The subjects in the group B are enforced to perform the modeling tasks in reverse order to minimize the order effect between the IA and GA methods. After the subjects completed both tasks, we asked them to compare and rate both methods in five ranks according to the evaluation criteria as shown in figure 9 from the following two viewpoints: (1) Diversity of the models to indicate which method is better to create a variety set of 3D models, and (2) Satisfaction level to specify which method is better to get a satisfactory result in visual quality. All modeling tasks are performed under the following conditions:
-the population size (number of evolved 3D models in each generation) is 16, -the crossover rate is 90%, Photo viewer to superimpose a specific 3D model on the motif image IEC browser for IA-and GA-guided 3D authoring -one-point crossover is used to create a new generation of antibodies (new 3D models), -the mutation rate is 1%, -the roulette method is used to select parents for the crossover operation, and -the threshold value to suppress antibody formation is 0.76 (This is the similarity threshold between the suppressor cell and each antibody to activate the suppression as described in process (e) in section V. The value is found by a preliminary examination). During the antibody formation, 14 individuals (90%) out of 16 are created by the crossover operation and the remaining 2 individuals (10%) are treated as highly rated elite parents to survive in the next generation. As illustrated in figure 3 , a non-colored, symmetrical vase model is used as an initial model with the neutral shape and color to start the task.
Because both the IA and GA modelers need computing power to simultaneously render sixteen 3D images, we used three Windows PCs with more than 2GHz CPU and 2GB MMU for all examinations to provide the subjects comfortable modeling environments without stress. Therefore, three subjects could simultaneously perform the experimental task. Table II shows the result of the experiment. For the "diversity" question, fourteen subjects supported the IAbased modeling and ten subjects answered the GA method was better. Two subjects answered no difference was found and they are excluded in the result. For the "satisfaction level" question, twelve subjects supported IA and ten favored GA. Four subjects replied that they found no difference between the two methods. Though the IA method has slightly higher number of proponents than the GA method, we cannot observe any significant differences in the result. Then, we further classify the answers on the basis of the subjects' skill levels on graphics design. Table III categorizes the result of the "diversity" question based on how much IEC modeling and CG production experiences the subjects have before the test. Table IV shows the case of the "satisfaction level" question. As observed in both tables, the subjects with rich IEC and CG experiences tend to prefer the IA method rather than GA. Five subjects with rich CG experiences support the IA method, whereas nobody votes the GA method for both questions (shaded cells in table III and IV). We examined the results by using the paired comparison and observed significant differences with 10% risk for both items. Therefore the IA method is considered to be a better solution for experienced CG subjects. On the other hand, there is no statistical evidence in the answers provided by the subjects with a few or no IEC/CG experiences. Table V shows the average number of 3D models created in the experiment. The skilled subjects who have "rich" CG experiences produced larger number of 3D models within the allotted time (fifteen minutes) than the inexperienced subjects who have only "a few" and "none" experiences. Because the skilled subjects have knacks for 3D graphics design, they are efficient and productive for performing the modeling tasks. Additionally, the skilled subjects produced more outputs with IA than GA, whereas no remarkable differences are identified in the case of the inexperienced subjects.
C. Results and Discussions
We further categorize the result by the group to see if any correlations exist between their productivity and the task order (which modeling method is used first). Table  VI shows the result. The skilled subjects created the larger number of 3D models by using the IA modeler regardless of the task order. In the case of the inexperienced subjects, however, the result shows a correlation between the number of created models and the task order. The inexperienced subjects in group A created more 3D models by using the GA modeler (the second modeler used in the task), whereas the subjects in group B produced more with the IA modeler. Many of the inexperienced subjects reported that they are gradually accustomed themselves to utilize the tools as the modeling task progressed. From the viewpoint of productivity (how many models created in an allotted time), we observed that the proposed IA method is more efficient than GA especially for the skilled users. Figure 10 shows the example 3D models made by a skilled subject. He made twelve models by using the IA modeler and seven with the GA modeler. As observed in the figure, the twelve vase models created with the IA modeler are all unique ones and have enough diverseness, whereas the seven models made by the GA modeler have some similarities in their shapes and colors. He supported the IA method as "very good" for the diversity question and "fairly good" for the satisfaction level question. He reported in his introspective report that the IA method is very good at effectively generating wide array of 3D models and its feature is useful for creative design phase of 3D computer graphics. Some other skilled subjects indicated similar points as an advantage of the proposed IA method.
The experiment verifies the proposed IA-based 3D authoring method is useful especially for the skilled subjects. They produced larger number of 3D models with good diverseness in visual quality. On the other hand, many inexperienced subjects pointed that making a few 3D models with enough variations is not a difficult task, but it becomes a tough job to create larger number of varied models. Therefore, we would like to study on how to effectively support inexperienced users as a future work. 
VII. CONCLUSION
We proposed an approach to easily explore a variety set of 3D graphics models based on IA (immune algorithm). It provides an intuitive way to create various 3D models with different impressions. We implemented a 3DCG authoring tool based on the proposed interactive IA algorithm. The experiment presents that the proposed IA method can produce better graphics solutions by maintaining the diversity of evolved candidates (antibodies) over the traditional GA-based method. We found that this feature is especially useful for skilled users from the experiment. The proposed method allows the graphics experts to easily produce larger number of 3D models with enough diverseness in an initial design phase.
As a future work, we would like to conduct more field tests by employing professional designers to verify the practicality of the proposed method. We would also like to continue studying on a uniform 3D authoring solution to support users with different skill levels.
